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13.8 Robust ANCOVA 

We have already looked at robust confidence intervals and p-values for the model parameters that 
were computed using bootstrapping and heteroscedasticity robust standard errors (Section 13.6.2). In 
addition, the  companion website contains a syntax file (robustANCOVA.sps) for running a robust 
variant of ANCOVA (ancboot) that works on trimmed means and is described by Wilcox (2017). We 
need the Essentials for R plugin and WRS2 package installed (Section 4.13). This test is limited to the 
situation where the independent variable (the categorical predictor) has two categories and there is 
one covariate. But it does enable you to ignore assumptions and get on with your life. Because this 
syntax only works when you have two groups, I have provided a data file called PuppiesTwoGroup.
sav, which contains the example data for this chapter but excluding the 15-minute condition, so it 
compares the control (no puppies) with the 30-minute group (Dose), and has the scores for the love 
of puppies covariate too (Puppy_love). The syntax to run the robust test is as follows:

BEGIN PROGRAM R.
library(WRS2)
mySPSSdata = spssdata.GetDataFromSPSS(factorMode = "labels")
ancboot(Happiness ~ Dose + Puppy_love, data = mySPSSdata, tr = 0.2, nboot = 1000)
END PROGRAM.

Select and run these five lines of syntax (see SPSS Tip 10.3). As Output 13.13 shows, the test works 
by identifying values of the covariate for which the relationship between the covariate and outcome 
are comparable in the two groups. In this example it identifies five values of Puppy_love (2, 3, 5, 6, 
and 8) for which the relationship between love of puppies and happiness is comparable. At each of 
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The function ancboot takes the form:

ancboot(outcome ~ categorical predictor + covariate, data = mySPSSdata, tr 
= 0.2, nboot = 1000)

In our example we would replace outcome with Happiness, categorical predictor 
with Dose and covariate with Puppy_love. tr relates to the amount of trimming to the 
data (by default 0.2, or 20%, so change it if you want to use a diff erent proportion). 
nboot refers to the number of bootstrap samples which I have set to a reasonable 
1000, but feel free to increase it.




